Imagine drum shells crafted of unique combinations of materials and the rarest of woods, and then accented by the right finishes. Next imagine these superb components as the foundation of a very limited number of kits that only you and very few others will own. This is the concept behind Tama’s Starclassic Exotix, a series of extremely limited edition drum sets. But neither your imagination nor photography can prepare you for just how remarkable these truly unique drums are.

Tama Starclassic Exotix

Limited Edition II
Hawaiian Koa / Bubinga Drum Kit

TAMA

THE STRONGEST NAME IN DRUMS
Our second offering of Starclassic Exotix drums features shells with an outer ply of very rare Hawaiian Koa and eight plies of select Bubinga. Each drum is fitted with brushed nickel plated hardware and is inlaid with genuine abalone.

Completing the vintage vibe, the front bass drum head is made of stretched natural goatskin with a special Star insignia.

Less than 40 of these beautiful 7-pc sets will be available.
Hawaiian Koa is enhanced by Tama’s Super High Gloss finish. Shell hardware and die-cast hoops are finished in brushed nickel, a perfect complement to the beautiful Koa grain pattern.

Each Hawaiian Koa Exotic shell is inlaid with genuine abalone, which highlights the Starclassic emblem. As with Tama Starclassic Maple kits, the Starclassic emblem is imprinted onto the shell, which eliminates the need for a metal badge—one less possible interference with the shell’s natural sound. The airhole is covered by a maple cap, another small but significant touch which contributes to both rich sound and timeless appearance.

Eight inner plies of Bubinga and one outer ply of Hawaiian Koa produce a sound that’s very different from our Starclassic Maple drums. As one player put it, “the kit possesses an extremely rich and resonant sound with lively tones and impressive depth.” However, the sound character is so completely unique that there is really nothing to compare it to—this is a kit that simply must be experienced.

SE722EAWNTK (kit with hardware) SE722EAWSNTK (drums only)
The Starclassic Exotic Hawaiian Koa/Bubinga kit features 7mm tom shells and 9mm bass drum shells with one outer ply of rare Hawaiian Koa and eight inner plies of Bubinga. Available sizes and matched hardware are as follows:

- 7 x 8" tom
- 8 x 10" tom
- 9 x 12" tom
- 10 x 14" tom
- 12 x 16" tom
- 16 x 22" bass drum
- 6 x 14" snare drum

HP900 Iron Cobra Power Glide bass pedal with carrying case
HR905 Iron Cobra Leaver Glide hi-hat
HL70M14V Air-Ride snare stand
HC72W ROADPRO straight cymbal stand
HC73SW ROADPRO boom cymbal stand
HTW78W (2) ROADPRO double tom stands
HTC77W ROADPRO combination stand

Please note that the Starclassic Hawaiian Koa set is only available as a 7 pc. kit. Because of the rarity of the Hawaiian Koa used to create these kits, add-on drums will not be available for order.

The Starclassic Hawaiian Koa/Bubinga set is Tama’s second exotic offering. The first of these limited edition kits debuted at the Winter 2001 NAMM show and featured shells of Chestnut finished in Sierra Gold Burst. Only 45 of these kits were available worldwide.